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DENISON: THE MOVIE
 I’m no cinema major, but to quote the great Willam DaFoe in Spider-Man, I’m a bit of a movie buff myself. Given my 
self-diagnosed spotlight syndrome, I often imagine what my epic life would look like on the big screen (in IMAX 3D). But not 
today! Today, I pitch a movie for the people. Who wouldn’t want to watch a movie about our very own small liberal arts experi-
ence? Not enough raunchy college movies out there, I say! I dabble in storyboard art from time to time, but this ranks among my 
proudest works. I present to you a rough script for the trailer for my latest screenplay, “DENISON: the Movie.” 
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DENISON: THE MOVIE CONTINUED

 So there you have it! I’d describe the overall tone as What’s Up Doc? meets Transformers: Dark of the Moon, 
with a healthy splash of Flight (starring Denzel Washington). I know what you’re thinking: M Night? Bold choice! I’m 
aware, but sometimes the most unconventional script requires an unconventional director. I would also happily take 
Scorsese, Tarantino, or Attenborough. As for casting, I’m open to suggestions. DCGA, now that you have accepted our 
budget request at last, I would like to request $30,000,000 to get this movie made. Great PR for Denison too! Oh, last 
thing: full frontal is non-negotiable.
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